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ABSTRACT 

The Southern Oscillation (S.O.), as represented by 
pressure indices (differences in sea leve1 atmospherìc 
pressure between sites located in the Indonesian equc(- 
torial low region and In the South Pacific subtropi- 
cal high region), has been used to monitor and predi ct 
persistent, larqe-scale changes in meteorological 
and oceanographic conditions over the equa?:orial 
Pacific and the oceanic region off the northwest 
coast of Scuth Ameríca. Triple G-month running 
mean and 3-month running mean filters are now 
being applieci tc 3,O. Index anomalies, i;?dex com- 
ponent anom&ies I 
ánomalies, 

sea surface temperature (SST) 
rainfall anomalies, etc. in time section 

analyses for 3ese purposes. This approach consi - 
ders the concepr: that ?‘luc+,uations in the nature 
dnd location -f thc atmospheric center.5 of act ìüeì 
cthe seml-aerm~~r:ent f?ighc arld 10~s that- appear or; 
mean charts of se.3 leve1 pr essure) are ‘ì n ti.matel.,v 
rssc*ciated wE th large-scale ~ Ion7 peri ci.: changcs 
in weather * í!ver our region of intcrest: rie are 
pr imaíil:; ci:ncer~d wht!. the movementb tin. chatgcu 
ir: intensity of the Indonesian Lquatorial 1.o~‘~ the 
South Pacific subtropical high and northeast Pa- 
cific subtropical high. 

The SST anomaly trends have been particulary 
useful for verifying indications from the cir- 
culation indices. The amplitude of the irregular 
interannual fluctuation (the S.O.) can at times be 
as Parge as or larger than the regular annusl 
fluctuation. If these two fluctuations are in phase 
con relaxation from a prc-event index anomaly peak) 
they tend to relnforce each other, artd a stronger 
event rzcurs ; if they are out of phase, they tend 
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to counteract each other and a weaker event results. 
Aplications to both El Niño and to anti-El Niño 
‘ype activity are discussed. Cases are also dis- 
cussed where relaxation from a large pre-event 
index anomaly peak involves more than a single stage 
process. 

Forecasts for a weak event in early 1975 and a 
moderate event in 1976 verified. Further study of 
a very long index anomaly record in relation to 
event occurrences indicates the pre-event peak is an 
an excellent predictor for el Niño type activity. 

It is evident that this monitoring and prediction 
approach can become an excellent aid to judicious 
utilization of the Peruvian anchoveta fishery and 
the eastern equatorial Pacific skipjack tuna fishery. 
It appears that the index anomaly trends and other 
closely allied indicators may also prove useful for 
foreshadowing certain persistent large-scale environ- 
mental changes in other parts of the global tropics 
and subtropics. 

RESUMEN 

La oscilación del sur (O.S.), representada por 
indices de presión (diferencias en presión atmos- 
férica al nivel del mar, entre lugares localizados 
en la región de baja presión Ecuatorial de Indonesia 
J/ en la región de alta presión subtropical del Pa- 
cífico Sur), ha sido utilizada para monitorear y 
predecir cambios persistentes a gran escala en con- 
cliciones meteorológicas y oceanográficas sobre el 
Pacifico Ecuatorial y la región oceánica frente a 
la costa noroeste de América del Sur. Para estos 
propósitos se estin aplicando filtros triples de 
medias de 6 meses y de 3 meses en analisis de 
sección de series de tiempo de índice 
O.S., anomalías índice ccmponentes, anomalías 
de temperatura superficial del mar, anomalías 
de precipitación pluvial, etc. Esta manera de 
atacar el problema considera el concepto de que 
las fluctuaciones en la naturaleza y localización 
de los centros atmosféricos de acción (los centros 
de semi permanentes de alta y baja presión 
yue aparecen en las cartas de valores medios de 
presión al nivel del mar) están intimamente aso- 
ciados con cambios en el clima de período largo y 
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de gran escala. En nuestra región de estudio, nos 
interesa principalmente los movimientos y cambios 
de intensidad del centro de baja presibn Ecuatorial 
de Slldrmes ia, el centro de dita presión subtropical 
del Pscffico del Sur y ei de alta presión subtro- 
pical del Pacifico Nororientai. 

Las tendencias de las anomal<as de temperatura 
superficial del mar han sido particularmente útiles 
para verificar las indicaciones de los índices de 
circulación. La amplitud de las fluctuaciones 
irregulares interanuales (la 0,s.) puede algunas 
veces ser tan grande 0 mas que La fluctuación anual 
regular. Si estas dos f Luctuaciones están en fase 
(en relajamiento después de un pico en la anomalía 
indice de un pre-evento) tienden a reforzarse mutua- 
mente y ocurre un evento mds fuerte; si esta’n fuera 
de fase tienden d contrarrestarse y ocurre un evento 
mas débil. Se discuten aplicaciones a actividades 
del tipo El Niño y anti-Ei Ilifio. También se dis- 
cuten casos donde el relajamiento del pico de la 
anomalía índice de un pre-evento grande involucra 
procesos de mas de una etapa. 

Se verifican predicciones para un evento débil a 
principios de 1975 y para un evento moderado en 1976. 
Estudios de una gráfica muy Larga de la anomalía 
índice con relacion a la ocurrencia de eventos i.n- 
dican que el pico de pre-evento es un predictor exce- 
Lente para El Niño. 

Es evidente que este tipo de monitoreo y prediccion 
puede resultar en una excelente ayuda hacia la uti- 
lización racional de la pesquería Peruana de ancho- 
veta y la de atún del Pacífico Ecuatorial OrientaL. 
Puec!e ser que las tendencias de las anomalías índi- 
ce y otros indicadores estrechamente relacionados 
sean utiles para clasificar ciertos cambios persis- 
tentes del. medio ambiente a gran escala en otras 
partes tropica Les y subtropicales del globo. 

INTRODUCTION 

Anomalous equatorial Pacific meteorological and oceanographic 
conditions and the related EL Niño events that affect the 
waters off the west coast of South hmerica are the results of 
certain large-scale changes in atmospheric and oceanic circu- 
lation. These changes appear to be closely associated with the 
variations i.n amplitude and peri03 of an irregular interan- 
nual fluctuation in the atmospheric circulation calied the 
Southern Oscillation. Time section plots of pressure index 
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(difference in sea Tevel atmospheric pressure between sites 
representing the Indonesian equatorial low and sites repre- 
sen t i.rr:; Li-~ck South Pac if Ec subtropical hiqh) anomalies have 
i.zec:n zsetl Lo monitor the Sou thern Oscilldt ion. Also a 
mcthoi! fusing trends in the monthly mean and 3- and triple 
6-month running mean plots of the index anomalies has been 
devcl oped for monitoring and predicting the otean-atmosphere 
changes associated with this Oscillation (Quinn, 1974, 1977). 

This paper will provide some background information on this 
approach and how it migh t be used to assess physical environ- 
mental effects in certain tropical Pacific fishery areas. For 
clarification purposes the f’ollowing definitions are provide. 

The Southern Oscillation (S.O.) was identified as such by ---_-__ 
Walker (132q. Berlage’?1957) loosely defined it as a 
fluctuation in the intensity of the inter-tropical general 
atmospheric and hydrospheric circulation which is most clearly 
manifested over the Indo-Pdcific region; the fluctuation to a 
large extent being dominated by an exchange of air between 
the South Pacific subtropical high and the Indonesian equato- 
rial low. Troup (1965) defined it as an exchange of air 
between the Eastern and Western Hemispheres, principally 
in tropical and subtropical latitudes, and noted that there 
were various smaller scale displacements of mean pressure 
systems connected with it. Troup associates this exchanye 
of air with variations in a mean toroidal circulation 
driven by temperature differences between the two areas 
(the westernmost equatorial Pacific-Indonesian area/the 
eastern tropical and subtropical Pacffic drea). f: or 
simplicity Troup (1365) co nsiders there is a single drift 
of most importance in the iupper troposphere and that this 
flor is from the area of the Indonesian equatorial low 13cross 
the Pacific to its centrai and eastern regions. 1t> is com- 
pensated by a return flow near the surface from the eastern 
Pacific to the region of the low. There is descent ir: this 
circulation over the central and eastern Pacific, ascent in 
the vicinity of the equatoriial low and a toroidal circulation 
in the vertical-zona.1 plane is maintained. The pressure 
changes which result in the index variations discussed in this 
paper are a consequence of variations in this circulation 
and related movements of the associated atmospheric centers 
of action. 

The Walker Circulation is considered to be an important 
part of the rnem=f Walker’s Southern Oscillation 
(Bjerknes , 1969) . According to BSerknes it is a thermal 
circulation which results from the gradient of sea tempera- 
tuse along _ the equator . In general air rises over the warm 
westernmost equatorial Pacific and sinks over the co01 eastern 
and central equatorial Pacific. Hence there is a zonal verti- 
cal circulation along the equator with a horizontal pressure 
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gradient wesward along the surface and eastward in the upper 
troposphere. This circulation enters into an exchange of 
absolute angular momentum with adjacent parts of the atmos- 
phere to the north and South (Bjerknes, 1969). ;‘he 2xtenr, :jf 
this equatoria.1 Pacific ce11 ant? íts circulation strength 
appear in large part Lo be dct,errnirled by thc extent and in- 
tensity of the uptvelling of cooler waters to the surface over 
the eastern, central and at times part of the western equa- 
tsrial Paci-f ic $ which is also to a great extent determined 
by the strength of the southeast trades and equatorial easter- 
lies. One might consider the Walker Circulation to be the 
equatorial aspect of the S.O. 

The term El Niño-type develozent is occasionally used for 
ConvenienceT-L-Y Thls 

--- -1-- 
broad connotatlon represents the ocurrence 

of anomalously warm sea surface temperatures in the equatoria? 
Pacific along with abnormally heavy rainfall, and at times a 
disastrous invasion of anomalously warm surface waters along 
the coast of Peru (the actual El Niño occurrence). ibis 
condition is brought about by relaxation from a prolonged 
period of strong southeast trades (represented by high S-0, 
index anomalies) to a period of unusually weak southeast 
trades (represented by low S.O. index anomalies). The 
magnitude of this relaxation and its timing appear to 
determine whether or not a strong El Niño occurs along the 
Peruvian coast (Quinn, 1974). The heavy central and western 
equatorial Pacific precipitation usually starts a few or more 
months after the ff i-liño sets in, but this may not always be 
the case. By using the broader term one avoids getting .into 
arguments over what is and what is not an El Niño and can then 
account for those events that evolv c i.n a similar manner btit 
vary in iiming and intensity. 

The anti-El NiGo refers to the contrastiny situation whcrz? --- 
Lhe Eiltered plots of the S.O. index anomalies rise steepiy 
for many months anti reach and remain at hiqh values, Th i.s 
indicates that a strcngthening and strony snutiicast tradc 
system prevaiis ; LF~crefore, we can expect stronq upwellin!j, 
anomalousiy Pow sea surface temperatures ar.d abnc6*loally Iow 
amounts of rainfall over the equatorial Pacific (Quinn anfl 
Burt, 1972; Quinn, 1974) with generally strong coastal 
upwelling, low sea surface temperatures, lower sea level ai,d 
more favorable physical environmental conditions for pr.imary 
productivity along the coast of Peru. 

BACKGROUNI) 

The idea that the S.O. might be particularly useful Sor long- 
range prediction of otean and weather conditions over the Indo- 
Pacific region was discussed much earlier by Berlayer (1957) 
and Troup (1965).. Althouqh the S.O. is a nearglobal phenomenon 
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(Berlage, lY66), it ismost. clearly evidenced over the Indo- 
Pacific tropics and subtropics. Bjerknes (1969) was parti- 
cularly interested in the equatorial aspects of the S.O. 
and found indications of a relationship between the Varia- 
tions in his Walker Circulation and changes in the circula- 
tion and weather over the northeast Pacific. Al1 three of 
these authors recognized the important contribution Of 
variations in the strength of the southeast trades (hence, 
variations in the strength of the South Pacific subtropical 
high) to changes over the equatorial Pacific. However, the 
extreme lack of data over the southeast Pacific has always 
drastically limited the effective use of this important 
center of action (the South Pacific subtropical high). 
The time-section analysis method has been consistently 
advocated for use over.the tropical oceans where the 
station density is very low (Riehl, 1954). Therefore, 
as will be explained subsequently, the use of this method, 
modified so as to be applicable to the study of long-term 
fluctuations, has been extended into the subtropics of the 
Pacific. 

From the standpoint of long-range forecasting, we are 
primarily interested in deviations from normal. Therefore, 
it is desirable to eliminate regular oscillations, such as 
the diurna1 cycle (by using daily means to ohtain monthly 
values (for temperatures, pressures, winds, etc.) or 
monthly total amounts (for rainfal) and the seasonal or 
annual cycle (by subtracting the long-term average or norm- 
mal monthly values from the individual monthly values). 
TIata so processed would show no particular regularity and 
no apparent cycle (Panofsky, 1365). The filtered and 
unfiltered monthiy anomalies can then be used to detecC > 
.!dentify and evaluate any unusual changes that are takinq 
place- 

For the S.O. we are interested in f luctuations of ti2 
intermediate scalle, with periods ranging generally between 
tbe extremes of about one and six years. 

The remainig shurl period fluctuations in .the anomalj.es can 
be largely elìminated by smothing (filtering with a 10~ pas;s 
filter; e.g., the triple 6-month running mean). At the other 
end of the time scale there may be a gradual change of the 
variate over many years which could be part uf oscillations 
that are long compared to the record (The cause for changes 
Of fdkiS ndure may not be due to a true change in the weather; 
man-caused changes in sensor surroundings, relaxation or 
degradaclon of sensor elements, etc., may be involved ). 
Ordinarily these extremely long gradual changes are not a 
problem in our study of the S.O. 
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In earlier papers the 12-month running mean was applied 
directly to the monthly values of pressure, pressure dif- 
ferences (indices), sea surface temperatures (SST’s), 
rainfall, and zonal wind cornponents as a low pass filter. 
However , this particular filter not only smoothed the data 
but also largely eliminated the annual cycle. Recently, in 
order to more clearly define the interannual fluctuations 
(the S.O.), a switch was made to use of the triple 6-month 
running mean filter (wich involves three successive passes 
of the 6-month running mean over the data) on the monthly 
anomalies. For comparison purposes note the 12-month run- 
ning mean plot of the Easter-Darwin index at the bottom of 
Fig. 2 and the triple 6-month running mean plot of the 
Easter-Darwin index anomalies for the same period in Figs. 
2a afld 2b. The smoother plots and more clearly defined 
peaks and troghs of the recent approach are of particular 
value in post analysisstudiesand for defining long-range 
trends; however, the fact that you lose three months of 
time with each application of the 6-month running mean 
is a drawback to its use in forecasting, so we additio- 
nally use the 3-month running mean and monthly plots of 
anomalies for locating inflection points and evaluating 
the trends on a more inmediate basis in support of 
forecasts. 

- 
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1950 

Flg. 2a. Triple á-month running mean plots of anmalics 
of the difference in sea leve1 atmospheric (ti) 

rh~~ln, between Rapa i27°37'S, i44"Zo'W) (Austral 

between kan Fernandez 1. (3~37'S, 7a050'w) a,,d 
1s.) and Darwin and betneen Tahitj (17'33'S, 149" 

Darwin, Australia (12O26'5, 130°52'E), bet*een 
37'~) (Society 1s.) and Damirr for 194863. El 

Easter 1. (27"1O'S, 109'26'W) and Darwin, between 
Niño type events (EN) are indicated as strmg (S) 

Totegegie (23%6'S. DP52'W) Wmbi~ 1s.) md 
moderate (H), and weak or very reak (W) in inten- 
sity. 
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I ig. 7b.lriple ó-month running mean plots of ònomalies nf 

the difference in sea leve? aLmospheric pressure 
(mb) between 3uùn Fernander 1. 2nd Ddrwin, hetween 
Easter 1. and Darwin, between lotegeyie and lkrwin, 

betneetl Rapa and !?arwin an0 !>etw?w Idhiti snd Iku - 
win for 1964.76. t-1 Niîlo type events :tN) are in- 
dicated .s strong CC), moda-ate Cl!), dnd WC~K uf 
ver) we& (W, in intensity. 

Anomalies of several prt3SSUre difference ifldiCt?S dfld 
index components (e-g., Figs. 2a, 2b and 3 j are crirrent_ly 
being followed in t ime-section analyses i.n arder to monitor 
the S.O. and its effects on the southeast trade systems, 
For most of the indices, the Darwin pressure has been 
used to represent the Tndonesian equatoridl low compcrient; 
but, pressures from severa1 sítes 4loníj ;\r near the Jcrti?iI 
Pacif ic subtropical ridge (Lan Fernarrdez > Easter > foteyegi.eY 
PidiJd, and Pahiti Islarlds) are being used, due io the parti - 
cular interest in cquatorial Pacific changes and El ldific 
occurrences. The Darwin component reflects the effects 
-f movements and change 1.. s in intcnsity of the Indones.ia 
equ?io:la? low; whereas, the ridge components indicate 
changes in I?::Gt_ ;OR ?nd strength of the subtropical high 

and the subtropicai dL¿z ~‘151 -_ 3C**ively affected by the 
S.O. One index cornponent (loca¿eL; 7’ Z?’ former Ship 11 
position, 30~4, IWW. f is also used to rt;f:-t.t those 
changes in the nortnzast Pacific subtropical higtl ,Y.**,:. 
are associsted with i;he $. 0. At times, ch3nges in tiìfs 
North Pacific component are significant and infer a 
larger scale and/or intensity for the development under 
way. Fig. 3 illustrates the complementary nature of the 
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-t. . . . . 

Fig. 3. Triple 6-month running mean plots of sea level 
atmospheric pressure anomalies (mb) for Easter 
Island and Darwin, Australia for 1948-1976. 

component inputs to the S.O. indices. It also indicates 
the complementary nature of the changes taking place in 
the Indonesian equatorial low and the South Pacific 
subtropical high as result of the S.O. (Quinn, 1974). 
Wence, the indices are used to combine the component 
changes, and the trends of their anomalies with respect 
to time represent the S.O. However, when looking into 
the nature of a development and predicting its future 
course, it is often desirable to study both the index 
dnomalies and the separate component inputs. 

Pt has been found that the filtered plots of the index 
anomalies not only represent the variable amplitude and 
period of the S.O., but they also reflect the stage and 
íntensity of the associated equatorial Pacific developments 
(Quinn, 1974, :3/7). By being aware of the related develop- 
ment-l sequence leading up to the unusual equatorial condi-- 
Lions, once one determines the existing developmental 
staqe and intensity, he can anticipate conditions that 

will prevaif in a later stage. 
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THE PLOTS 

Fig. 4 shows plots of monthly means as well as 3- and 
triple 6-month running means of the Easter-Darwin index 
anomalies for years leading up to the two recently ocur- 
ring strong events (the 1957 and 1972 El Niños). As 
we approach a pre-event peak in the index anomaly, the 
shorter period means become particularly important for 
support of event forecasts. 
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I ig. 4. Monthly medn, 3-month runnrng mean, and triple 
E;-month running mean plots of anomalies of the 
difference in sea leve1 atmospheric pressure 
(mb) bet.ween Easter 1. and Darwin, Australia 
for 1953-57 and 1969-72. 
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From f-igs. 2a and 2b it .is ap;>arcnt that thc El Niño 
type activity occurs in cor:junction with the relsxations 
following anti-El Ni% peaks in the anomalies. However, 
the i::tensity OT an event depends not only on the degree 
of relaxation but also on the time of year when it occurs. 
The stronger cases (EN (S) and EN(II?)), when significant 
Peruvian coastal El Niños were noted, were situations 
where the interannual relaxation was large and indices con- 
tinued to fa11 rapidly on through the early months of the 
year so as to reinforce the regular seasonal relaxation 
of the southeast trade system (Southern Hemisphere summer 
season). Cases where the interannual relaxation is too 
small, or it occurs too early or too late to follow on 
through the se:ìsonal relaxation period, result in weaker 
events. The determinations of event intensities in 
Figs. 2a and 2b were based on degree of activity. For 
example, the 1957-58 and 1972-73 events here considered 
strong; the 1953, 1965 and 1976 events, moderate; the 
1951 and 1960 events, weak; and the 1963 and 1975, events 
very weak. 

The studies of Berlage (1957, 1966) and Troup (1965) 
indicated that the S.O. (through its zonal-vertical torro- 
ida1 flow between the eastern and western hemispheres) 
affected not only the South Pacific subtropical high but 
also the North Pacific subtropical high region. Fig. 5 
compares the Rapa-Darwin index to the Ship N-Darwin Index. 
(Since the loss of Ship 14, data for this location is 
obtained from the synoptic sea leve1 pressure analyses ). 
The plots are correlated at 0.80, well within the 1% 
confidente level. From visual inspection ene can see 
there is no consistent lead-lag reiationship between the 
two index trends; in one case the change in trend shows 
up first South of the equator and in another it shows up 
first north of the equator; neverthless, it is evident 
that the two high pressure areas are being similarly 
affected by the S.O. 

Fig. 6 shows how closely the western equatorial Pa- 
cific rainfall trend (as represented by Tarawa) relates 
to the Rapa-Darwin index. Although Tarawa rainfall data 
are used here, Quinn and Burt (1970, 1972) show that for 
the most part the large, long-term variations in equatoria 
rainfall are generally similar for equatorial Pacific 
stations between 155OW and 165OE. 

Fig. 1. shows how the 12-month running mean plot of the 
Easter-Darwin index relates to the 12-month running mean 
plots of zonal wind components at 850 mb and 150 mb over 
Canton Island. It shows that when the index is high the 
easterly component is strong at 850 mb and the westerly 
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Fig. 5. Plots of triple 6-month running means of anoma- 
lies of the difference in sea leve1 atmospheric 
pressure (mb) between Ship N (30°N, 14PW) and 
Darwin, Australia, and between Rapa (27O37'S, 
144'2O'W) (Austral 1s.) and Darwin. 

component is strong at 150 mb; and when the index is low 
the easterly component is weak at 850 mb (individual 
monthly values show reversals in direction when deep 
index trouqhs occur) and the westerly component is weak or 
reverses direction at; 150 mb. These zonal wind fluctuations 
are resull of I;he variable zonal vertical circulation 01’ 
the t’aci f’ic Wslker ce11 as it shifts in longitudinal po- 
sition, ex tent and intensity. The resclting variations 
in strength of these zonal wind components at the surfacc 
(represen ted by 850 mb components here) slgnificantly 
dffect t.he eqluatorial oceanic circulation and sea surfdce 
temperaturcs. When southeasi; t redes and equatorial 
oasteriìes are stronq thc South equatorial current is strong, 

equatorial upwelling isstrong, equatorial SST’s are low 
and equatorial rainfall is bellow normal. (The equatorial 
dry zone is extensive.) When the southeast trades and 
equatorial easterlies are weak, the South equatorial 
current is weaker, equatorial upwelling is suppressed, 
equatcrial SST's rise aboì/e normal and rainfall is abnor- 
mally high in the central and western equatorial Pacific, 
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Fig. 6. Plot of triple 6-month running means of anomalies 
of the difference in sea leve1 atmospheric presure 
(mb) between Rapa (Austral 1s.) and Darwin, Austra- 
lia compared to a similarly filtered plot of Tarawa 

u 
y: (Gilbert 1s.) rainfall anomalies (mm). 

Fig. 1. The 12-month running means of the difference in 
sea leve1 atmospheric pressure (mb) between Eas- 
ter Island and Darwin, Australia are compared to 
Q-month running means of the zonal wind compo- 
nents (m/sec) at the 850 mb and 150 mb levels 
ovec Cantor; Island. 
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A close relationship of fluctuations in north equatorial 
countercurrent transport and resulting sea surface temperature 
(SST anomalies off the coast of Central America illustra- 
ted in Figure 2 of Wyrtki, 1973) to the interannual varia- 
tions in southeast trade strength (as reflected in the 
12-month running mean trend of the S.O. index), was noted 
in Quinn (1974). In a recent climatological investigation 
of the southeast part of the North Pacific, time series 
plots of SST were studied for severa1 Marsden Square (MS) 
quadrants in order to find particularly suitable areas for 
diagnosing changes associated with the El Niño type develop- 
ments. Fig. 7 shows two of the quadrants selected; MS 10 
(1) reflects changes taking place along the equator, and 
MS lO(3) reflects changes in an area affected by the 
north equatorial countercurrent. Fig. 8 shows how the 
Easter-Darwin index anomaly trend relates to SST anomaly 
trends for MS 10(l) and MS lO(3) when the data are 
subjected to the triple 6-month running mean filter. MS 
10(l) is next to the equator, and when the circulation is 
relatively strong (S.O. index is High) it shows lower 
SST’s due to the advection of cooler Peru current water 
into the area and/or equatorial upwelling; when the cir- 
culation is weak (index is low), SST’s rise. MS lO(3) 

20”N 

120°W IOOOW 80°W 

Fig. 7. Locationb of Marsden square quadrants 10(l) and 10(3!. 
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Fig. 8. Plot of triple 6-month running means of anomalies 
of the difference in sea leve1 atmospheric pressure 
(mb) between Easter 1. and Darwin, Australia compared 
to similarly filtered plots of sea surface temperature 
anomalies (OC) for Marsden squares 10(l) and lO(3). 

SST1s reflect changes in the north equatorial CounteIXUr- 
rent transport discussed early in the paragraph. 

Three-month running mean plots of the index anomalies and 
the SST anomalies for MS 10(l) (e.g., Fig. 9) become par- 
ticularly useful to the forecast.process between 18 and 
3 months prior to the onset of El Niño. However, they 
should also be followed closely during the course of an 
event to determine whether a subsequent secondary trough 
in index is likely or a persistent recovery from the 
initial event is probable. 

Events of significant magnitude are reflected in both 
the index and SST anomsly trends. The SST trends are 
particularly useful for confirming and evaluating the 
SignifiCaRCe of indications fronl the circulation indioes, 
One would have to look long and hard to find another 
illustration which SO vividly shows thc otean-atmosphere 
coupling involved in the anomaluos equatorial Pacific 
activity as Fig. 8 does. 
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Fig. 9. Plot of 3-month running means of anomalies of 
the difference in sea leve1 atmospheric pressure 
(mb) between Easter 1. and Darwin, Austraiia 
compared to a similarly filtered plot of sea 
surface temperature anomalies ("C) for Marsden 
Square 10(l). 

STATISTICAL FINDINGS 

Figs. 2a and 2b show the general compatibility between 
index trends,and Fig. 3 shows the complementary nature of 
the component trends that cause the index features. Cor- 
relation coefficients between the index components at 
various lags are shown’in Table 1 and revea1 the high 
degree of correlation between the complementary changes 
taking place in the components. The highest negative 
correlations occur when the equatorial low component 
(Darwin) lags subtropical high components (3uan Fernandez 
Easter, Totegegie and Rapa) of the indices by 2-5 months. 
Changes in the Rapa component generally show up further 
in advance (5 months) of the complementary Darwin changes 
than do the other ridge component changes (2-4 months). 

Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 show the correlation coefficient 
at a number of lags between the indices and rainfall for 
severa1 island sites in the equatorial Pacific (Tarawa 
at 1°21’N, 172O56’E; Washington at 4O43’N, 160°25’i4; 
Otean at O”52’S, 169’35’E; Fanning at 3O55’N, 159’23’Wj; 
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and the high degrees ot correlation are readily apparent. 
The highest negative correlations are noted when the 
rainfall laas behind the pressure values. The changes 

-?ble 1. Lag correlation coefficients between pressure at ridge sites (Juan Fernandez, Easter, 

Totegegie, Rapa) and Darwin (considering 12-month running means). 

Lag in Juan Fernandez Easter and Totegegie Rapa and 
Months and Darwin Darwin and Darwin D.XWUl 

-1 (Darwin ahead -.463 -.593 -.613 -.495 

of ridge site) 

0 (no lag) -.478 -.653 -.656 -.586 

1 (ridge site -.494 -.703 -.686 -.663 

ahead of Darwin) 

2 -so4 -.741 -.701 -.730 

3 -.508 -.758 -.699 -.778 

4 -.504 -.759 -.682 -.809 

5 -.493 -.744 -.652 -.825 

6 -.473 -.713 -.604 -.819 

7 -.795 

Period of record 1911-75 1948-75 1952-75 1951-75 

Table 2. Lag correlation coefficients between pressure indices (Juan Fernandez-Darwin, Easter-Darwin, 

Totegegie-Darwin, Rapa-Darwin) and Tarawa rainfall (considering lZ-month running means). 

Lag in JF-D Index and E-D Index and T-D Index and 

Months Tarawa Rainfall Tarawa Rainfall Tarawa Rainfall 

-1 (rain ahead 

of pressure) 

0 (no lag) 

-.664 -.682 -.675 

-.71)2 

1 (pressure ahead 

of rain) 

2 

-.722 

-.731 

-.765 

-.722 -.619 

-.752 -.676 

-.723 -.780 

-.776 

-.762 -.714 

4 

5 

-.674 

-.626 

-.754 -.720 -.732 

-.670 

6 -.566 -.655 -.605 -.677 

Period of record !.948-75 1948-75 1952-75 1951-75 

-.707 -.751 

R-D Index and 

Tarawa Rainfall ____---. 

-.550 

-.733 

in the Rapa index show the greatest lead time over rainfall 
changes, and generally lead rainfall by 3-4 months at the 
4 stations studied here. 

Table 6 shows the lag correlation coefficients between 
index and SST anomalies. Changes show up about a month 
earlier in the index anomaly trend than they do in the 
MS 10(l) SST anomaly trend and about three months carlier 
than in the MS lO(3) SST anomaly trend. 
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-.658 .GlR 

i948-73 1952-71 

-.725 

-.764 

-.784 

-.783 

Table 4. Laq correlation coefficients between pressure indices !Jua~; Fernandez- 

Darwin, Easter-Darwin, Totegegit-Darwin, Rapa-Darwin) and Otean Island 

rainfall considering 12-month runnlnq means. 

Laq in 

kr,ths -.-.- 

JF-D Index and E-D Index and 'T-C Index and R-D Index and 

Otean Fainfall Otean Rainfall Otean Rainfall Otean Rainfall ---- .__------ I_. 

-3 -.713 -.c21 

-2 -. J-73 

-1 (rain ahead 

of pressure) 

0 (no lag) 

1 Ipressure ahead 

of rain) 

2 

-.752 --JO6 -.804 -. .696 

-.756 -. 732 -.823 

-. 749 -.J44 -.825 

-.733 

-.7@J 

-.743 -.811 

3 -.72J -.781 -.798 

4 

i; -.568 

19??-JO 

-.599 

Period of record 1948-JO 

-.608 

1952-70 

-.574 

-. 744 

-.J75 

-. 794 

-.789 

-.727 

1951-70 

DISCUSSION 

The ongoing study of index and index component anomaly 
trerds in relation to El Niño type event occurrences of 
various intensities has been projected over a períod in 
excess of a century in length, and it substantiates the 
preevent index anoínaly peak as an excellent predictor for 
such activi ty ; this is particularly so when al1 indices 
clearly show the same trend and a corroborative equatorial 
“<. 7 YJ 1 :-~~ormfy trend is evident. 
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Tabie 5. La<i correlation weíf1c~t~~~.+s between ~,ressure indice?; (Juan Yernandez- 
DXXI n, Easter-3amin, 'Totr,,i, qlc- Dardin, Rapa-Damin) Und Fanniny 1slai:d 
:-a.~~fall conslderiny l%-n?ontil r:innlnq mears. 

,Jf-L) Index and E-D 1:;dex and T-D Index and R-D Index arid 
Fannmg Rainfall Fanninq Rainfall Fanniny Rainfall Fanniny Rainfali -_--.--- -__ __ -__-- -__-..-__ 

-2 -.556 -.603 -.634 -.501 

-1 írain ahead -.585 -.658 -.690 - _ ; .yl 4 

of pressure) 

0 (no laq) -.602 -.704 -.730 -.633 

1 (pressure ahead -.606 -.734 -.755 - 69' I . "~ 
of rainj 

2 -.595 -.747 -.762 -.72-l 

3 -.57c -.743 -.749 -.749 

4 -.536 -.726 -.721 -.756 

5 -.491 -.635 -.600 -.75O 

6 -.436 -.651 -.623 -.726 

Perlod of record i922-73 1948-73 1952-73 1951-73 

-2 -0.693 

-1 (index 1aq.s SST! -0.73? -0.58?? 

0 (no layi -0.755 -0.636 

1 (index leads SST) -0.761 -0.672 

2 -0.748 -0.694 

3 -0.717 -0.702 

4 -0.668 -0.693 

5 -0.668 

Period of record 1948-76 1949-76 

It also appeared that this monitoring and prediction 
technique could be applied to the anti-El Niño condition. 
In Quinn and Burt (1972) it was noted that persistently 
high Easter-Darwin pressuré differences represented the 
extensive unusually dry equatorial Pacific conditions and 
severa1 exampïes were cited where this anomalous extreme 
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prevailed cver periods 18 months to three years in lengtn. 
In this case, one can again follow the trends in index ano- 
malies to determine what is taking place; and when the 3- 
rnonth and triple 6.moilth running mean plots show that a 
significant !,osit.ive anomaly is setting in, it indicates 
that a strenyb,hening voutheast trade system is setting in 
and Lhat rridespread upwelling and anomalousiy low sea tem- 
peratures are in general returning to the equatorial Pa- 
cific and the northern coastal region of western South 
America. The heighth and breadth of the index anomaly 
peak give an estimate of the degree and time span respecti- 
vely of this anti-El Niño condition. Persistence-type 
outlooks might be more appropriate for activity of this 
nature since it will often persist for periods in the l-3 
year time range. Hunning means of anomalies of al1 indices 
and equatorial SST’s along with the monthly SST analyses 
over the tropical Pacific (U.S. Department of Commmerce, 
1972-77) will be excellent tools for monitoring such deve- 
lopments and issuing the outlooks. An approaching deep 
trough in the index anomalies signals the end to the 
anti-El Niño type -condition. 

The weaker events are included in this discussion 
because the difference between weaker and stronger 
events depends not only on the height of preevent index 
peaks and the subsequent degree of relaxation but also on 
the timiny of this interannual relaxation. If the latter 
is in phase with the regular annual relaxation, a moderate 
or strong event is likely to occur; if they are out of 
phase, a weak or very weak event is likely. We know when 
the annual relaxation takes place (Southern liemisphere 
summer and early fall); and, in order to forecast whether 
or not the interannual relaxation is likely to be in phase 
with it, we must arrive at a rough estimate of the S.O. 
period. Ordinarily the rise from an earlier trogh to the 
pre-event peak takes longer than the fa11 to the subse- 
quent trough; so, we can double the time it takes to rise 
to the pre-event peak and then substracta few months to 
arrive at a rough estimate of the S.O. period. Knowing 
this, if the relaxation potential (from pre-event peak 
to projected subsequent trough) is large and the index can 
be expected to fa11 rapidly on through the early months of 
the following year, we would expect a significant event to 
occur . 

The relaxation time between the’index anomaly peak and 
the onset of El Niño in a single stage development (such 
a;: the cases leading up to Lhe 1957 and 1972 El Niños) 
usual 1-y al.èows orle to put oi.tt 2 prediction about 3-C; 
moriths in advance of an ever:t onset. However, cases have 
been noted where the relaxation from a larae pre-event 
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?ndex anomaly peak involved more than a single stage 
process (Quinn and Zopf, 1977). In severa1 cases of this 
i;sture there was the initial fa11 from a large pre-event 
(primaryj peak which was not fully in phase with the sea- 
sonal relaxation and the result was a relatively weak 
event; then there was a rise to a smaller secondary peak 
followed by relaxation to a secondary trough which was in 
phase with the seasonal relaxation and resulted in a 
stronger event. Developments of this nature can be noted 
in 1950-53, 1962-65 and 1973-76 (Figs. 2a and 2b). Pre- 
event peaks ocurred in 1950, 1962, and late 1973- early 
1974. The first relaxation troughs following these 
peaks occurred in late 1951, late 1963, and late 1974- 
early 1975, and weak or very weak events resulted in al1 
three cases. There were rises to smaller secondary peaks 
by mid-1952, mid-1964 and late 1975, followed by falls to 
troughs by early to mid-1953, mid-1965, and mid-1976, 
resulting in moderate El Niños in al1 three cases. In 
cases of this type, forecast lead times for component 
events will often be greatly reduced (to l-6 months in 
advance), depending on the circumstances involved, unless 
historical analogies lead to pattern recognition as the 
situation evolves; e.g., the 1962-66 trend was selected 
as an analogue for the 1973-77 trend in 1975 (Quinn, 1977). 

TEST OF METHOD 

A forecast for a weak event in early 1975 was given at 
the fa11 1974 Eastern Pacific Oceanic Conference which 
resulted in the El Niño Watch cruises (Wyrtki et al., 1976). 
The event occurred about as forecast with regard to time 
of occurrence and intensity in the regìon between the 
Galapagos and western South America, but associated 
activity in the western equatorial Pacific (Fig. 6) was 
much earlier and weaker than expected. Nevertheless, the 
associated index trends appear to accurately represent what 
actually happened (Fig. 2b). 

In summer 1975 an outlook for El Niño type activity in 
1976 was prepared. The outlook was given at the October 
1975 Eastern Pacific Oceanic Conference and at severa1 
subsequent meetings, workshops and seminars. It called 
for a rise from the shallow early 1975 trough in the 
12-month running mean plot of the Easter-Darwin index to 
a small peak by the mid to latter part of 1975 and then to 

fa11 off t0 a deeper trough in 1976. The analogue selected 
for this development was the 1964-65 situation. (There was 
a rise from a shallow index trough in late 1963 to a small 
peak in mid 1964, then a fa11 to a deep trough in 1965 when 
El Niño occurred.) Heavy western equatorial Pacific preci- 
pitation was called for in the latter half of 1976-early 
1977. 
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The expected sman peak in the interannual index anomaly 
trends occurred in late 1975; then there was a falling trend 
to the trough near mid-1976. (Sce Figs. 2b and 9;) Figs. 
8 and 9 show the corrobarative rise in SST anomalies at MS 
10(l) and MS lO(3) as the index falls. Fig. 10 shows the 
positive SST anomalies off the coast of Peru and southern 
Ecuador extending westward over the equatorial Paci.fic. 
Table 7 shows the SST and SST anomalies for 2 stations alon; 
the coast of Peru during 1975-76, and Table 8 shows precipi- 
tation at Guayaquil during the last three events. (The 
1972-73 case is considered to be strong, 1975 very weak, and 
1976 moderate in intensity ),Tarawa data has been used to 
represent the western equatorial Pacifi.c rainfall; and the 
triple 6-month running mean trend on the rainfall anomalles 
clearly shows we are approaching a significant rainfall peak 
(Fig. 6). For the period April-December 1976 the rainf’ail 

Fig. 10. Sea Surface temperature anomalies (OF) (devia- 
tions from ?O-year mean, 1948-67) for June, 
1976 (from U.S. Department of Commerce, 1976). 
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1975 lb.3 Ib.6 22.4 Ll.5 19.8 !T..r 1e.c 1-..; 1X.1 !8.1 kb.. > : 
-,1.: -3.2 +ej.ct +1.3 '0.b -0.5 +0.2 + 0.1 +O.? +o 4 -1.x 4i.i, 

i 376 20.5 24.4 23.6 20.5 20.5 Zl.! 2O.R 20.0 1R.R 18..5 
2C.O +2.6 +?.? iO. +1.3 +:.* t3.0 +:.4 i1.J +O.S 

1975 2C.5 21.0 24.2 21.2 21.1 1ö.- 17.6 1 TII Ib.8 17.0 i^.' i" !, 
-0.2 -0.8 +?.O '0.3 +1.4 +0.1 -0.2 -0.6 -0.4 -1.0 -1 .z -1 .t 

1976 18.5 21.3 23.5 21.3 21.1 21.0 20.2 19.8 19.0 14.4 
-2.2 +O.O t1.3 ro.4 +1.a +2.4 r2.4 +:.2 i-1 8 +1 .J 

Table 8. Rainfall at Guayaquil, Ecuador ( 02"1O'S, 79'5O'W) (in mm) 

for the indicated months. 

1972 1973 1975 1576 
Months .___ Total rxparture Totai Departure Total ~arture -- Total Ileparture ___- -- 

.JXlUSd-y 220 +9 701 +490 221 + 10 417 +205 

February 330 + 45 210 - 75 487 +202 586 +301 

M3TC!ì 407 +J.15 492 +200 607 +315 450 t15a 

April 143 - 62 191 - 24 202 - 3 182 - 23 

MUY 35 - 19 136 + 82 2 - 52 144 + 90 

June 152 +141 3 -8 4 - 7 10 -1 

December 85 + 57 

was 1130 mm above normal and it is expected that a few more 
months of this heavy rainfall will occur in early 1977. 
Evidente indicates the forecast for the 1976 event was 
accurate as to time of occurence and intensity (similar to 
the selected 1965 analogue). 

In the summer of 1976, the further outlook to CUEA Peru 
called a hold-over effect on the 1976 positive SST anomalies 
causing warm SST's along the Peruvian coast December 1976- 
i-ebruary 1977 with a return to near normal coastal SST's 
by March or April 1977. The analogue given for the 1976-77 
holdover effect was the 1965-66 situation; however, the 1976 
onset was a month or two later (than in 1965) and the lag 
effect in 1977 was also expected to extend for a month or 
two later (than in 1966). 
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PRACTICAL ASPECTS 

The Peruvian anchoveta fishery, which ordinarily provides 
over half the world’s supply of fishmeal, has become an in- 
creasingly important global resource over the past 15 years; 
therefore, anything that affects the output of this fishery 
is of world-wide significance. Johnson(1976) noted that the 
catch in this fishery declined from a high of over 12 million 
tons (about 1/5 the total world catch for al1 fish) in 1970 
to about 2 million tons in 1973. Although overfishing in 
1970-71 may have contributed heavily to this decrease in 
anchoveta catch, the strong El Niño of 1972-73 was undoub- 
tedly also a ma$or cause for this precipitous decline in 
catch (Fig. Il).. However, the 1975 catch was still only 
about 25% of the record 1970 catch, the 1976 catch remai- 
ned low, and so far it appears that the 1977 catch will 
continue to be low. indicatinq the later unfavorable 
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Fig. 11. The Peruvian anchovy catch for the period lP62- 
- 76. (The 1976 figure is an estimate.) Data 

were obtained from page 15 of the May 1976 issue 
of “The Fishermen’s News” IPhilliDs. 1976). 
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?nvironmental conditions (in lesser degree) have probably 
contributed to a delay in recuperation of the fishery, 
Although the monitoring and prediction approach discussed 
here applies only to the physical environmental aspects of 
the fishery it should prove advantageous in the management 
of this important fishery to closely follow the nature, 
extent, and expected changes in the El Niño and anti-El 
Niño developments through the use of the index anomaly 
plots. In the past, we often found ourselves well into 
an El Niño before it was clearly understood that one was 
taking place therefore, before we could estimate how strong 
and extensive it was likely to be. 

Members of the Inter-Ameritan Tropical Tuna Commission 
have found significant correlations between the S.O. index 
trend and the skipjack tuna catch in the low latitudes of 
the eastern Pacific. 

Jhere is a high correlation between the occurrence of El 
Niño type activity (as indicated by the S.O. index anomalies) 
and east monsoon droughts in Indonesia. There is also a 
significant correlation between this activity and the 
droughts over northeast Brazil. Global effects of the S.O. 
are discussed by Berlage (1957, 1966). It is the opinion 
of the author that the more persistent interannual changes 
(of radical nature) in large-scale weather conditions over 
various parts of the globe will tie in with either the El 
Niño or anti-El Niño extremes (as depicted in the S.O. index 
anomaly trends) rather consistently; and that it may often 
be possible to foreshadow such changes through the use of 
the index anomaly trends and other closely allied indicators. 
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